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Moon roofs, elevators, wine
cellars and multi-
generational living wings

are among popular new features in 
high-end homes.

A Melbourne builder with a focus
on coastal and luxurious abodes 
has revealed there is a broadening 
range of features finding their way 
into the city’s more lavish homes.

Based in the heart of the 
Mornington Peninsula, The Tempo 
Group builds one-of-a-kind, custom 
homes starting from $800,000.

Founding director Ben Comelli 
said luxury homebuyers had a 
clear idea of what they wanted.

“They want their home to fit an 
experience and a lifestyle,” he said.

“Our clients are not first-home 
buyers, they are people that know 
what they want, have a realistic 
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budget and we work within that.”
And what they want is getting 

more diverse every day.
Mr Comelli said electric moon 

roofs in bedrooms to allow people 
to stargaze before falling asleep had 
joined a list of in-demand features.

“We are also seeing people put in
cinema rooms and gyms as well as 
pools in almost every development, 
and tennis courts where there is 
land available,” he said.

Mr Comelli said there was also 
an emerging trend for large homes 
to cater to multiple generations.

“That’s a growing trend,” he said.
“Prices are increasing and a lot of

children are deciding to stay on in 
the family home.”

And with grandparents also 
moving back in with their kids, 
ground-level and first-floor main 
bedrooms were also on the rise, 
he noted.

Mr Comelli said the group built 
across the peninsula and bayside 
areas, with the scope of their work 
extending upwards of $4 million.

He said the group’s coastal 
location had a direct correlation 
with the style of homes built and 
the materials used, but emphasised 
every home was unique.

“Every house is site specific, but
we cover the gamut from 
Hamptons to rammed earth, to tilt 
panel,” Mr Comelli said. “A lot of 
homes have large entertaining 
areas; rooftop decks and outdoor 
kitchens are popular (today).”

He added that artisan, natural 
stonework, natural timbers, 
rammed earth and parquetry were 
also common additions. “We are 
also seeing a lot of leather and 
copper panelling on walls, silk-
lined walls, bespoke brass work, 
(and) lots of marble,” he said.
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The Tempo Group have noticed 
the features in high-end homes 
growing more diverse, from 
luxurious outdoor spaces to 
moon roofs in bedrooms for late 
night stargazing.
The Tempo Group has an 
Innovation Centre at 28 Diane 
St, Mornington, that showcases 
their bespoke finishes. 
For more information contact 
Natalie Sevior on 0439 368 181, 
build@thetempogroup.com.au 
or visit: tempogroup.com.au

Somewhere we can all spend time with the ones that mean the 
most to us. We all know that looking for your dream home can 
be a challenging journey, with many paths leading quickly to 
disappointment.  

If you follow the road to Elpis,  it will take you by surprise. 
Everything starts small, nothing comes closer to this truth than 
Elpis. Here, we bring all the important elements of your lifestyle 
to you and those around you, like an amazing park, conserva-
tion area, local shops, medical centre,child care, gym etc.

As the estate’s developer, we believe we have created a rare 
opportunity for single professionals and families to experience 
the best of both city and country living. 
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